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JENNIFER LANKENAU:
SERENITY SWIRLS: 25 UNIQUE COLORING
PATTERNS
FOR
STRESS
RELIEF
AND
MINDFULNESS
Jennifer Lankenau's Serenity Swirls introduces 25 unique and
meditative hand-drawn illustrations to color, perfect for unleashing
creativity and a relaxing way to de-stress at the end of a long day.
Each unique and gorgeous swirl, spiral, and pattern offers the
coloring enthusiast a calming and vibrant way to find centeredness,
while at the same time encouraging one's own inner child to come
out to play. (And don't be afraid to color outside the lines!)

Diversion Publishing

09/15

Louse Fury / Bent Agency
64 pp.

Jennifer Lankenau is an artist and architecture aficionado whose
trademark is her almost obsessive attention to detail and ability to
capture the most intricate of designs and patterns in her work. Her
portfolio includes paintings, drawings, and Venetian-style masks
inspired by various architectural and decorative elements in Gothic
and Romanesque architecture as well as Art Nouveau and Art Deco.
www.jenniferlankenau.com

JENNIFER LANKENAU:
ORNAMENTAL
MANDALAS:
30
MEDITATIVE
COLORING PATTERNS FOR STRESS RELIEF AND
MINDFULNESS
Designed to help you relax, open your mind, and free your
creativity, this book provides gorgeous, inspiring illustrations.
Ornamental Mandalas is a gorgeous, hand-drawn coloring book
perfect for alleviating stress and exercising creativity with every swirl
of your pen, pencil, or marker. Each unique and intricately designed
mandala will pull you in, calm your nerves, and facilitate peaceful
reflection. Printed on one side of the page, these 30 beautiful
illustrations will delight budding artists and coloring enthusiasts
alike.
Diversion Publishing

07/16

Louse Fury / Bent Agency
64 pp.
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JENNIFER LANKENAU:
WORDS TO COLOR
COLORING PAGES

BY:

25

INSPIRATIONAL

Inspiration meets relaxation in this coloring book for adults,
featuring hand drawn illustrations from Jennifer Lankenau.
Discover motivation as you color inside (and outside) of the lines.
Jennifer Lankenau offers quotes chosen to inspire drive and
purpose, to help clear thoughts and bring clarity, and above all, to
draw out your creativity. These illustrations of swirls, spiral, and
patterns guide you through a meditative process, harnessing joy and
peace to set readers of all ages on their clearest path.

Diversion Publishing

08/16

Louse Fury / Bent Agency
54 pp.

JENNIFER LANKENAU:
SILENT
NIGHTS:
25
HOLIDAY
COLORING
PATTERNS
FOR
STRESS
RELIEF
AND
MINDFULNESS
The perfect gift for coloring enthusiasts, this holiday-themed
coloring book for adults introduces 25 unique, hand-illustrated
patterns to bring out the joy, peace, and goodwill of the
season.
Jennifer Lankenau's Silent Nights features lovingly detailed,
meditative illustrations that allow you to unleash your creativity, destress, and unwind, encouraging mindfulness with every page.
Silent Nights is a simple, beautiful gift for anyone looking to center
themselves through the joy of coloring.
Diversion Publishing

12/15

Louse Fury / Bent Agency
54 pp.
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CHRIS PRICE:
THE CURIOSITY SHOPPE COLORING BOOK
The Shoppes are open! A magical and mad exploration of a
most amusing and unexpected assemblage of novelties and
oddities.
• It’s something new and completely different for the coloring book
shelf, inspired by the Neo-Victorian worlds of The Night Circus,
Penny Dreadful, and more.
• A larger trim and top-bind means more room to color each of
book’s intricate 40 designs.
• The illustration style will inspire creativity and let people relax as
they get lost in the books’ magical setting.

07/16

Welcome to the weird, wonderful world of the Shoppe coloring
series where every drawer, shelf, and display offers a new
discovery. It’s unlike anything anyone’s ever seen—let alone
colored—as the pages provide an escape to a bygone era.

Adams Media
80 p.

CHRIS PRICE:
THE SWEET SHOPPE COLORING BOOK
The Shoppes are open! A fantastical and splendid display of
divine confectionary creation and exquisite candied delights.
The first stop is The Curiosity Shoppe Coloring Book. At-home
artists can explore a bric-a-brac store and bring life to its many
oddities through their color choices and combinations. Then it’s off
to The Sweet Shoppe Coloring Book with page upon page of
enticing treats to style and color. The Shoppe coloring series is a
treat for the eyes and the imagination!

07/16
Adams Media
80 p.
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JILLIAN SMITH:
DIY FLORAL DESIGN. 35+ FRESH IDEAS FOR
STYLISH
ARRANGEMENTS
AND
CREATIVE
CONTAINERS
Readers who love floral design can emulate the gorgeous designs
gracing home décor magazines and popular blogs with the lovely
projects in this beautifully illustrated book. DIY Floral Design
teaches everything readers need to know to create exquisitely
crafted floral designs with containers they already own, using
seasonal flowers from the backyard garden, local farmers’ market,
or even the grocery store.
With step-by-step instructions, tips on caring for fresh flowers, and
imaginative ideas for repurposed containers, anyone can create
unique arrangements, from everyday bouquets to special-occasion
centerpieces. Complete with full-color photos and plenty of
inspiration, DIY Floral Designs will help readers add beauty, color,
and life to every room in their home.
03/17
Adams Media
196 p.

Jillian Smith is a floral designer specializing in events. She lives
with her two beagles in Dallas, and her favorite flowers are
proteas.

PDF

ADRIANNE SURIAN:
DIY STAMPED METAL JEWELRY
From Monogrammed Pendants to Embossed Bracelets—30
Easy Jewelry Pieces from HappyHourProjects.com!
Metal stamping is one of the hottest trends in jewelry—both online
at Etsy and in other handmade marketplaces, fashion boutiques,
and artisan jewelry shops. But most people don’t realize how easy
it is to make these beautiful, wearable works of art using basic
tools, various metals, and a few simple skills. Featuring step-bystep instructions and photographs for 30 one-of-a-kind pieces this
book shows readers how easily they can transform their jewelry
wardrobe with stunningly creative stamped-metal accessories.
Each chapter includes quick tutorials on customizing designs to
make bracelets, charms, pendants, and earrings that reflect
readers’ own tastes and styles. In just a few hours, readers will
learn the secrets of creating handmade adornments that are truly
unique and personal.
09/16
Adams Media
176 p.

Adrianne Surian is an artist and creative lifestyle blogger at
happyhourprojects.com. Her work has been featured by Fox News,
BuzzFeed, Babble, and Country Woman magazine. Adrianne is
the author of DIY T-Shirt Crafts.

PDF
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CINDY WANG:
LITERARY YARNS
What’s the perfect gift for your friend who loves literature? How
about an adorable crocheted Moby Dick? Or a delightfully
miniature Elizabeth Bennet? Or an elegant and fuzzy Jay Gatsby?
Whether you need some holiday decor (Ebenezer Scrooge!) or
want to craft your own nursery decor (the White Rabbit), Literary
Yarns is full of adorable amigurumi for book lovers of all ages. The
easy-to-follow patterns are drawn from 18 classic novels, plays,
and poetry. Make them for your friends, decorate your house, or
use them as pretty much the cutest action figures imaginable. The
materials are readily available and the instructions are suitable for
crafters with beginning crochet skills.
Cindy Wang is a healthcare professional by day and a crochet
ninja by night. She blogs at geekyhooker.wordpress.com, where
she is known for amigurumi superheroes, movie characters,
monsters, and more.
Quirk Books

05/17

96 p. (approx. 25.000 words)
MS available 12/16
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